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ENERGT RELATIONSHIPS IN UNDERGROUND
PLOW OF FLUIDS - IfOOI/5BAl>0 SCHOOL OF MWP*

c a i m j m

The .major purpose of this thesis shall be 
to apply the principles of Mechanics and Thermody
namics to an .analytical study of the flow, of fluids 
in underground-reservoirs with particular reference 
to the drainage of oil hearing rocks, As? an approach 
to this main function it appears natural to consider 
the physical nature and essentials of the container 
or reservoir in which this fluid flow is to occur#
The source of .the fluid or the manner, of its migration 
to the reservoir is not of particular moment in this 
thesis*

FHISieAL HATTO3S W  RESMVOIBS 
The' primary requisites of an underground 

reservoir are that it shall entrap the fluid and that 
the entrapped fluid may move in the ̂ reservoir to 
points of lower potential when equilibrium in the 
reservoir is disturbed# The existence of such a



reservoir is determined partly by the physical proper- 
ties of the rocks themselves and partly by the atti
tude'or inclination of' the rooks* 'An Ideal oil res* 
ervoir Is a structural dome, containing a circular 
area, of gas at the top surrounded by a belt of Oil, 
which is in turn surrounded by an area of water* Al
though this structural arrangement is not the most 
■common,, nevertheless the effect, or a partial effect,
of such an arrangement of fluids may be expected to

■ ■ 1 Obtain to some degree in any- structure' *
Hocks perform one of two functions, re

taining' or containing* Whether the rock is retain
ing-or containing will depend on'the sise of the open
ings, which may be subcapillary, capillary, or super- 
capillary*

Sub-capillary openings (less than .0002 mm*
for tubular openings ard less than *0001 mm# for sheet 

B
openings) are those so small that the attraction 
between molecules extends across the space# Clrcu-

1* w. H. Osgood* Increasing the Keeovery of Petroleum* 
Stanley 0. Harold* Analytical Principles of the 
Production of Oil, Gas, and Water from-Weils.

Z* B* B# Boatright? lectures on Petroleum Production 
at the Colorado -School of Mines#



labloa in subcapillary openings is either very slow 
or non-existent, fhe occurrence of high temperature;, 
with a corresponding lowering of the viscosity of the 
fluid, and high pressure, may. appreciably increase 
the rate of flow of a given'fluid throughsubeapillary 
openings* Since the function of retainer - rocks is 
to prevent the escape of the fluid from - the reser- 
voir, rocks with-subcapillary openings will, under- 
fhe ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure 
encountered in underground reservoirs, act as retain
er rocks* Gaseous fluid, however, will not be retained 
absolutely by such rocks unless the openings have 
been.closed by liquid* Because of this retentive 
quality, shales containing, only subcapillary open
ings will not be commercially productive of oil by 
the drainage method, even though, saturated with oil*

fhe requirement of imperviou'shees. imposed
upon retainer rock, or cap-rock is most often exhibited
by clays, shales, non-porous limestone and highly
cemented sandstone and one,or more of these generally

3 ■performs' the ̂ function of retention*-' fhe function of 

3* .Ver Wishes Oil Flelda in the United States*
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-retention m$  fee fey M m atltig.fttta fa u ltin g **
though. life© effect of cementing la more often apparent 
In ooaald wring poro&lty and permlafeility of the mere 
porous, rooks*

Capillary openings. i *OO0& «.* to .*818 am.*
for tufenlar opening a and 40901 w *  to 4004 t o* for

4sheet openings} 4 though permitting _ flow of fluid 
under'Ooi*tml conditions of temperature and pressure* 
or® anth that th® M m  of 'hyijmulios are affected fey 
capillary action* friction near the w alla prevents 
free circulation* hut Increase in preeanr# will 
force the fluid through those opening0 and. correspond* 
Ingly Inereaa* the olrouXatlom through such open-* 
Ingf; vlaooua flow only will 'occur* Hooks /with' cap*-
illmrf are essentially container rooks*

.. Buporcapiliarf openings-'er# largo, enough 
$o- that'flow ' o f f lu id  through' such' openings will 
occur in aeocwdexsoe with, the ordinary laws o f hy
draulics*-

The container roeke then m m  rocks of a

4* ’Prof* B* IH Boatright! lectu res  on Petroleum Production at the Balorado School -of Mines* --•t



porous nature, which may hold fluid in the openings 
between the solid grains of material* the openings 
being of such nature and size that motion of the fluid 
through them will occur under the varying conditions 
of pressure and unoccupied space which'■©hall occur" 
in the reservoir composed-of these rocks.

The capacity of a reservoir for containing 
oil and/or gas is a function of porosity of the con
tainer rock, percentage of saturation, other fluids
present, and the cubical extent of the container 

5 'rock. There are many kinds of rock, and they differ 
greatly in the number, sise, shape and arrangement of 
their interstices and hence in their capacities as 
containers of fluid* %strocks have numerous inter
stices of very small sise but some are characterised 
by a few large openings such as joints or caverns*

The porosity of a rock Is its property for 
containing interstices and is expressed quantitatively 
as the percentage of the total volume of the rock that 
is occupied by interstices' or that is not occupied by

5* Oscar Idward Me Inzer; Water Supply Paper #489 *



sol id rock material#. Porosity depends chiefly on,
(l) the shape and arrangement of the constituent 
particles of the deposit, (2) the degree of assort
ment of sizes of particles, (3) cementation and com
pacting to which the deposit has been subjected,
(4) the remoral of mineral matter through solution 
by percolating waters, and (5) the fracturing of the
rock, resulting in' joints and other openings# Weil 
sorted deposits such as uncemented'gravel or .sand 
have high porosity whether the grains are large or 
small, whereas if the material is poorly sorted the 
small particles occupy the spaces between the large 
particles, greatly reducing the porosity# Further
more, if very large particles occur they displace 
Interstices and reduce porosity# In the case of
>wpll rounded particles the effect of arrangement may

6be best shown by the following diagrams#

6

Figure I#
6. Oscar Edward fleinzer* Water Supply Fa per #489#
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Deposits may be made up of particles which 
are themselves porous* la which case high porosity 
exists* limestone, which is relatively soluble, may 
become cavernous through the action of percolating 
water and have a very high porosity* natural de
posits are not made up of perfectly round particles 
but rather of particles of various shapes, depending, 
on the mineral of which they are composed and shapes 
of the original fragments and, wear to which they 
have been exposed* Irregularity gives a wider range 
of porosity and may tend to either increase or decrease 
porosity, although irregularities tend to counteract 
each other# forestties of container rocks may range 
as high as 40$ and of course, other things being equal, 
more oil may be expected from rocks of high porosity 
than from those of low porosity. However, it should 
be noted that percentage of recovery is not necess
arily a direct function cf porosity of the 'container 
rock, but is somewhat dependent on the nature of the 
rock* For example, no production may be expected from 
sand of porosity lower than 10$ whereas with lime
stones and shales jointing and channeling may give



a
ease, of movement, of the fluid so that product ion may
com©' from rocks'.in which sample s' show less 'than 10%

7
p o r o s i t y *  ■

fhil© porosity la a measure of the space 
not occupied by solid material, the extent to which 
this .apace-, is filled with oil,, that la, the percentage 
of saturation,. is a direct influence’"'On' the; capacity 
of the container,'rock‘in'.a particular reservoir. The

f
percentage 'Of saturation will' hi .affected by'the specific 
gravity of the Oil, the lighter oils ' tending .-to greater 
degree "of saturation*' The gas-oil relation in the 
'..resemroir is a'further" influence on 'degree of saturation. 
If the'openings in "the rock are, relatively large and. con* 
tinnous the ability of -the fluid,, to' saturate' the sand 
is ■ improved* in general,• more • than. 90$'-of the pore 
space in the 'oil' belt - will be-filled-with 'oil,. while 
the: remainder of this space "is"filled with occluded gas 
and waterv In the gas space or in-formations contain
ing gas. alone 100$ saturation may be assumed* -In actual 
practice the- degree of saturation of an ©11'-sand is not

Prof * B V B  .■ Boatrights Lectures on 'Petroleum 
Production-, at the OoloradOiSchool of - Mines*
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determinable with very great- accuracy because of 
thedifficulty' of obtaining a section of the formation 
in’the exact condition eclating underground. High 
degree of saturation la an -aid to production since 
the tendency for gas to escape without doing work is 
lessened*

Thus far if has been the pur pose, of this 
paper to give a: general idea of the nature of reser- 
'voirs which may c onta in recoverable oil and/or gas 
and’ to point out the influences \tiich are Involved ■' 
in governing the quantity of fluid ?fiich m y  he 
stared in such reservoirs* Of more immediate im
portance‘to the producer of oil is the percent of 
recoverability of the oil existing in - the reservoir* 
This factor of recoverability will depend upon the 
utilisation of the energy which is available for 
driving fee oil into the well*' Therefore* we now 
turn to the study of the energies and forces which 
influence the recovery of oil*



LIBRARY OF MINES
B0JX)

8'TOES Qg RESKRTOIBS FROM EMBRSY VIBWPOIH?.

Hereto for©' w© have discussed an ideal 
reservoir with regard to the physical requirements 
necessary for a container of fluid and the passage 
of fluid through the reservoir* Further discussion 
and classification of reservoirs with regard to the 
utilisation of energy is now necessary* Our. ideal 
reservoir shall he one Indicated in general by the 
following figure.'

OO10RI&0 8CH00^
g o ld e n , colc

Well

Gos

on
Water.

Figure IX

8. Stanley C . Herold; Analytical Principles of
the Production of Oil, Gas, ard Water from Wells*



the stratum of porous material provides 
a reservoir for oil and/or gas In the folded section 
and extends to the- surface at some point where 
surface water .may enter the formation and provide 
a hydro-static head* Or, the stratum may he in. 
contact with other .formations which furnish this 
supply .of water. If a well is drilled Into the 
formation as indicated in the figure, an opening 
is provided through which flow from the reservoir 
may occur in accordance with the laws of fluid
mechanics as modified by the particular conditions
existing while the flow is in progress.

Assuming a definite hydrostatic head 
existing before the orifice is opened* the factors 
which may affect subsequent flow are as follows;.

1* The slEe of the orifice.
2 * The ■ 1 oo a ti on of bh e orific e .
3. The depth of the well*
4. Backpressure under which production occurs*
5* Further influence on b&ck-pressure if the

fluid is not produced at atmospheric pressure*



6* The source of hydrostatic head, which may 
or may not be sufficient to maintain a constant 
head under flow conditions*

7* The nature of the porous formation with 
regard to resistance to flow of gas, oil, and. 
water * (Permeabill by.)

8* The realstance to flow offered by gas 
bubbles intermingled with the liquid* (lamin Effect*)

The conditions of-flow which may result 
from the effect of combinations of the above fac
tors have been classified by Harold into three 
types which he calls wcontrolsn*

1* Hydraulic Controls where rate of pro
duction remains constant through finite time*
Such a condition can only occur when pressure 
head on the orifice remains constant* It may be 
typified by a simple tank in which the liquid level 
is held constant- by an inflow equal to the outflow, 
or by the simple gas holder with a floating top of 
constant weight. In our ideal reservoir Hydraulic 
Qontrol can only be maintained if the conditions



are such that the source of hydrostatic head, is v 
sufficient to maintain a constant pressure in the 
reservoir under flow 'conditions*

2* Volumetric Controls where rate of pro** 
ductlon declines and approaches Eero in. finite 
time* This condition, which .will occur when the 
pressure head on the orifice declines with pro
duction, may be typified by a tank in which the 
outflow exceeds the inflow. In our ideal reser
voir this control will occur when the Xamin Effect 
is not an influence and the source of hydrostatic 
head Is insufficient to maintain constant press
ure or the source of energy is solely gas pressure.

3. 'Capillary Controls Where rate of pro
duction also declines and approaches Eero In finite 
time, but the decline in pressure is Increased by 
the X&mln Effect* In our ideal reservoir, if the 
pressure is insufficient to overcome the Jamin 
Effect in capillary openings, capillary control 
will prevail* Some students are Inclined to view 
capillary control as a modified type of volumetric 
control*. There is justification for this View
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since the e<suation for the pressure-tlme curve 
2is p » kfc in both instances * the difference in

isactual curves coming from the different values 
which the constant k will assume* These curves 
will he presented later*

BOmtQW Of BISE01T*
In the broadest- sense the ideal res

ervoir as pictured by Figure II on Page 10 might 
he considered as a finite part of .an infinite 
system composed of the- sun* the earth* seas* 
atmosphere* clouds* rain* and in fact all of 
the elements and factors which are involved in 
the. carrying out of the intricate processes of 
Hature* within the scope of this paper It is 
sufficient to take cognisance of the known facts 
that these elements and factors exist and that 
through their effect natural reservoirs occur 
which contain liquids and gases* In the- more 
restricted sense* then* we are concerned with 
the immediate sources of energy in, the finite res
ervoir*



m

The most Important source of this ener* 
gy 'has its origin in the of feet of the earth1 s 
gravitational' force* ';leea important sources of 
energy ares heat from, the inter!or of the earth, 
chemical reactions* vapor- pressure, and pressure
due to folding*

- ■ 9■.'■■f- the following .diagramstie analysis"
assists in correlating these sources of energy*-

Chemical Reaction

9* Prof* B* B* Boatrights lectures m  Petroleum 
■ Production at the Colorado Scfeool of Sines*



Theoretically any mass removed a dis
tance .-from the earth*® center ,pose esses potential 
energy equivalent.to the work required to move 
the mass that distance against the force of grav
ity * X1..is;.npt. customary to he. concerned wi th the 
absolute potential energy which a body possesses 
with reference to,the earth*®-center as a-datum 
plane,:, but rather - to- consider 'potentla-1 energy , 
with reference, to m m  convenient datum plane 
at or near the earth* s surface. Thus in hydro
statics we arrive at the analysis of the energy 
possessed by a mass of liquid at rest by relating 
the weight (force-of gravity), and.the distance 
above a given datum plane. It follow® that th© 
energy, is W at h* If we consider a. column of this 
liquid h feet h i #  and one square foot in cross 
sectional area., the weight of such a column la 
W x h, where w is the weight of one -cubic foot of 
the liquid* The assumption is here made that the 
liquid is non-compr©sslb 1e and that, therefore, 
the column has a uniform denaity throughout its 
height* Such a column produces an intensity of



pressure at Its has© .of W x h pounds per square 
foot..* So-we determine that hydrostatic head may 
he 'viewed'as potential energy of a' mass of water 
at - a height h above a datum plane or as energy 
evidenced;by lntensityr„of pressure due to -a' column 
of -'liquid h ■ feet h i #  * -. It * ls#f rom' this analyst s 
that we'-draw a conclusi on that a maas of liquid 
In our reservoir - possesses energy due, to the fluid 
head .to'which it is -subjected*

The fluid head acting at any given point 
in a reservoir may be that due to a column of a 
single liquid, or it may be due to a column made 
up of more than one 'liquid*' In either case the 
total weight of the column of fluid of unit cross 
sectional area determines the' intensity of press
ure at its base and hence is the measure of the 
pressure energy contributed by gravitational 
force or fluid head*

das,-which has the physical property, 
of undergoing volume change Tt® subjected 'to- • 
changing pressure, has th© ability to store -energy
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when compressed* thus the gas. which may occur 
at the top of. the,Ideal reservoir* or . in fact any 
gas which, is present In the reservoir exterior . 
to. the oil# being subjected to the; hydrostatic 
pressure in the reservoir will. he. in a compressed 
state., and will. _ contain potential .energy equal, to 
ff, l#e., -pressure times volume*' In .the diagram- 
atic* analysis above it is intended to show that 
gas pressure, is. related to pressure head, having 
received its pressure from the. fluid head*

Heat energy delivered to the reservoir 
from the earth1 s interior may have the effect of 
increasing pressure head by increasing gas press* 
tire#-though this source of energy is doubtless 
of relative unimportance* fhe release of energy 
by chemical reaction underground is also doubt
less of little importance in relation to oil pro** 
auction* However# if such a release of energy 
does occur, the expected effect should be a pro** 
longatlon of pressure head* It Is hardly con
ceivable that such reactions would be likely to



occur'at'a "rate'rapid enough to release sufficient 
energy to increase the pressure head over that ' 
produced by fluid head under flow conditions*
.Such a source of energy might conceivably tend to 
build up pressure head under static conditions*

Vapor pres sure#. though a definite, source 
of■energy#. Is so directly related to gas pressure 
In-.oil reservoirs that. It,.is, hardly necessary to 
discuss It. separately* It is of passing Inter
est to note that vapor pressure is the primary 
cause of flow 'in such phenomena as geysers, where 
vapor is the medium through which heat energy of 
the.earthfs interior is released*

.pressure' due to folding or shifting of 
the formation may-be of primary importance where 
a. reservoir has been isolated by earth movement, 
and th© entrapped fluids have been subjected to 
the pressure resulting from such folding# Such. a. 
reservoir would be expected to produce under fall
ing pressure head, from the start and would be a



typical example of volumetric control* In a res- 
ervo.ii? left open , to th© Influence; of hydrostatic 
head In a continuous formation the pressure due 
to; folding .should hot have a. permanent ©ffe^f/ph. 
pressure head* ,

Before proceeding -to the discussion,of,,.., 
the energy losses encountered lu production from,, 
a reservoir it..seems pertinent to form a basis of 
analysis'by examining the theoretical or maximum 
work possibilities Involved in. the. two important 
Items, of energy* fluid head and gas pressure*

bet us consider for the moment that the 
pervious formation which was Indicated in Figure 
II on Fag© 10 is a simple conduit as pictured in 
the. following, figure and that this ..conduit* open 
to the atmosphere at th© upper end* is filled with 
water*

Under static conditions the liquid at 
A is m d e r  pressure due to the fluid'head bu 
It has'pressure energy evidenced by an intensity of



pressure equal to I i h pounds per square foot» 
where w is the weight of a cubic foot of water* 
and h is the height In feet* if the conduit

c  B

Figure IV

were tapped at A* a particle, of liquid could rise 
the height h to B if no energy losses occurred in 
the conduit or from A to B* Furthermore, if the 
conduit were kept full by a constant supply of 
water at C this ideal flow could continue indef
initely* If the supply at 0 Is any amount less 
than the discharge at A the pressure head or energy



m

possessed by a particle of fluid passing. A will 
constantly decline* Such a complete utilisation 
Of energy as this is naturally inconceivable in 
any process and so is merely\s©b up m  a refer*
©ac© .plane from which energy losses m a y  he deducted#

When gas is entrapped in the reservoir 
as-, at the high point i> in the' conduit, this gas 
will he subjected to the pressure due. to the fluid 
head acting# A clearer idea of the limiting effect 
of this compressed gas may he obtained by refer* 
one© to Figure W*

a
Source

o f  w a te r
h

5
Figure- J

c



Suppose the- closed tank A Is filled with 
a perfect gas at lew pressure# When valve B is 
opened water will enter A ;end partially fill the 
tank: to some level, snob. as ladle abed by the dotted 
Hue, until the .gas is compressed to a pressure 
equal to the pressure produced by the fluid head' 
h and: pres sure volume energy will be.storea. in. the gas. 
A static condition now exists* If valve 0 is now 
opened and Inflow at B emtlnues equivalent to 
outflow at O' the- gas pressure at A' will remain 
constant* and, again assuming no. losses, the liquid 
at 0 has energy equal to the head h 1* Suppose the 
■ valve B to be closed while' O is open* At the first 
'-instanti liquid at 0 M e  energy equal to the 
head h1* hut this head Is supplied by the gas 
pressure head at A and the head h,f * Immediately,■
.as the level of liquid in A falls, due to the out* 
flow at 0, the gas begins to do work of expansion* 
giving up energy, with a simultaneous drop in. 
pressure head*. Oonsequently the pressure, head at 
.0 or the energy possessed by a particle of fluid 
passing O will be constantly decreasing* A similar
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effect results if inflow at B it less i hm ont~ 
flow at 0 but th© rat# of decline of energy at 
0 will bo lessened*.

With modifications imposed by energy 
losses and restricting influences, the processes 
outlined above are Indicative of what occurs In 
an underground reservoir*

CTfiBOT BQ3SIS AMP B M I S T M &  fO FX01
In order to preteat a more definite 

Idea of the effect of energy losses due to friet-* 
loxsal processes and other resistaneee to flow.
It will be 'necessary to utilise another figure 
similar to Figure IX on Bags 10*

We//

Figure fI



In this figure two datum planes, A end 
3, are assumed* A is at the .water level In the '' 
formation and B at the level of the bottom of the 
well* In accordance with the previous ideal flow 
assumption, oil should arrive, at B with energy 
_ equivalent to, the head h y however , a. loss of press
ure head occurs between A and B which.Is due to 
■■the energy given up in overcoming. the various 
resistances encountered in..the formation* The 
general.effect.may be considered to be the same 
as if the study were applied to a filament of 
liquid moving from.point 0 through the formation 
to. point D. . The resistances encountered by this 
filament of liquid, which require the expendi
ture of energy to overcome, are grouped under the 
general head of frictional Xqs.ses* It should by 
no means "be considered that any constant relation- 
■ ship of friction loss could be assigned through
out this path, as may be done in the case of a 
liquid flowing in'an ordinary pipe'line* To do so 
would be to neglect the fact that constantly vary
ing conditions occur throughout the path. It is.
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however,, possible: to'determine the .total lost- 
head with some, degree of .accuracy by measuring, 
the . static pressure head and comparing this to 
the pressure head under flow conditions* A de
tailed study of the several influences which pro
duce.. this' total ̂ ioet head is-Lof iMportanee be
cause of the application in assisting to .form an 
estimate of the expectancy of flow*

The most important item of energy loss 
is that resulting from, the resistances to flow in 
the .formation* This lost head is 'indicated by a 
height 3% in Figure VI* At the present time the 

, trend in petroleum production is to study this 
energy loss on a basis of the permeability factor 
of the porous medium* The following discussion of 
permeability is based on the "Proposed A# P* -1*
Bode for Permeability Standardisation".

The permeability of a porous medium to 
fluids.is defined as* The rate of flow of a 
specified fluid through a unit cross-section of the 
porous medium under a unit pressure gradient and 
conditions of viscous flow* The unit is the darey,



which Is defined as*» The rate of flow in milli
liter s', per ' second* of a fluid of one cent ip else 
viscosity through a cross-sect Ion of one square 
centimeter of porous medium* under a- pressure 
gradient of one atmosphere (76*0 cm* Bg*5 per 
cehtlmeter and. eondl tlons of viseous , flow*

, The theory is based on Darcy* s empiric 
■cal. law for viscous flow of liquids* which Is ex
pressed as:

Ihere:
Vx is the velocity of the liquid 

measured as liquid flux across 
a unit area of porous medium in 
direction au.

u is the viscosity of the liquid *
V. is pressure gradient at the

'point to which. fx refers*
K Is the permeability constant of 

v ;the porous medium*
From this expression K is equal to;

U 7j

In the case of flow of an incompressible



liquid at constant temperabure, Vx and u are evi
dently constant and so the pressure gradient will 
also be constant*

In considering the flow of gas through a 
porous medium, account must be taken of the fact 
that will not remain constant but will Increase 
with pressure drop as the volume of the gas in
creases* For gas flow in porous media the formula 
for K takes the form*

there:
^ is the mean quantity flowing, re

ferred to the mean pressure.
A Is the cross sectional area*
L is the length over which the■ 

pressure drop occurs*

The foregoing equations apply only to 
conditions of viscous flow*-:When turbulence 
occurs further energy is dissipated in the form 
of eddies. ttBnder such conditions the velocity 
will not rise as rapidly as the pressure gradient 
and Darcy’s Law will be replaced by an equation of



m

this form; w nK■mm
%  3 »

where m may have any value between the limits 
1*0 and 0*5, depending on the degree of turbu-

* iolenea*

Reduced to the energy analysis the per
meability constant K is a measure of the energy 
loss as evidenced by drop in pressure head when 
flow is occurring in a porous medium % This ener
gy loss is accounted for .in overcoming three types 
of resistance* vis: the friction of the fluid «r
against the solid material' of the porous. medium* 
the internal fluid friction and the effects of 
surface tension* These forces are Inter-related 
in that they are all related to certain physical 
properties of the fluid* They are -also, in one 
manner or another* related to the nature of the 
porous medium and to the velocity of flow* It is 
because of this complex relationship that the em
pirical permeability constant K has been devised 
In order to throw the total resistance into a re-

10. Quoted from the Proposed A* P* I* Code on per
meability standardisation*
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latlonsblp based on the measurable quantities vel
ocity, viscosity and pressure drop* A better under- 
standing of the obscure variable factors which In
fluence the value’of K will possibly result from a 
separate consideration of each of the three types of 
resisting 'forces mentioned above*

WA1&  FHlCf 10H
If the attention is directed to viscous 

flow of an incompressible liquid, free from gas 11bubbles, wall friction may be abandoned-* Oibson- 
says s ttfhe streamline motion of a fluid through a 
pipe or channel Is not accompanied by any slip at 
the boundary of solid and fluid and the resistance 
to flow is. due. to, viscous resistance to shear of 
adjacent parallel planes* ” lt‘ follows from this that 
with steady motion the resistance is independent of 
the solid surface*11

Oil is almost always accompanied by oc
cluded gas in the f orm of bubbles or absorbed gas 
which will be released under changing conditions* 
Some of these bubbles will adhere to the sand face,

11* A* H * 0ibsom Hydraulics and Its Applications#



setting u$> a .force of resistance as .they slip along 
the wail* &ueh wall friction is related to surface 
tension.# which is the force tending to hold the 
bubble on the sand face#^

HIT l»4h FLUID FRIO TI OH •
■ This resistance'tO^lshear of adjacent 

parallel planes of fluid is distinctly a property 
of the fluid' which' is defined as viscosity* Viscosity, 
varies- with the' other physical properties of the 
fluid# decreasing as temperature Increases and density 
decreases.* fh# absorption of gas by 'the' fluid 'also . 
decreases the viscosity# and since- the amount of ah-* 
sorbed gas is proportional. to the surrounding press
ure# viscosity also decreases with increase of press
ure when the fluid is In contact with gas* The amount

.of .absorption- is also dependent on the composition of 
the absorbed .gas and the composition' of the oil itself* 
The effect of gas absorption on viscosity clearly 
Indicates the. advantage of maintaining the reservoir 
pressure# as a means of conserving energy by reducing 
fluid friction*
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STOFACE TEH3I0H
When gas occur s with the oil the phenom

enon of stnfae© tension'is' responsible for an im~ 
papbant• source of resistance to flow. Surface ten*
■ sion is affected hy change ■ In other physical proper-
ties, of the oil, decreasing with increase .of tamper-

12Star © -and pressure and with'gas absorption ; # Con-
• sequently, maintaining the reservoir pressure has
■ the desirable.'effect of decreasing-this. source of 
resistance*' - The effect of surface tension is mani-

5

fested in two distinct ways in an oil reservoir* Zn 
the first .Instance surface tension is responsible 
for the adherence of a film of oil to the grain faces* 
Since the surface area of ■ the grain©'- in a cubic foot.
• of sand amounts to several hundred square feet, the 
amount of oil held in the reservoir by this wetting 
,of the grain: surfac.es - is an important factor in so 
far as-the percent of recoverability is concerned*
'The problem of removing, this oil' comes under the 
head of production methods and is.not pertinent to 
this discussion of energy losses* dapillary at-

12* I* K* Adam? fhysics and Chemistry of .Surfaces*



traction., which Is another manifestation of surface 
tension, also acts to retain oil in the sand*

The effect of capillary attraction on en
ergy loss is most pronounced In Its relation to the ,
' Warnin' Effect as illustrated by the Wanda Capillary 
Tube* 'This important source of resistance occurs 
when the common condition exists, i.e., when the 
liquid contains occluded gas* Decreasing the res
ervoir pressure by too rapid production and thereby 
releasing absorbed gas .has a tendency to aggravate - 
this effect* A permeable formation containing glob
ules and bubbieSwOf gas may be ’Considered as a net- 
.■work, of capillary tubes, extending from-.top to bottom 
of the formation and spreading laterally in all direct
ions from any well* The distortion of these bubbles 
as they pass from openings of one sis# to openings 
of another else sets up a considerable resistance to 
the motion, of the fluid* The proportions which this

13resistance may assume are set forth in Herald* s book 
by direct translation from the original work toy the- 
French physicist, Jules Celestin Jamin. Heferring

13. Stanley 0* Herolds Analytical Principles of the 
Production of Oil, &as, and. Water from Wells.
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’back* to Harold*" a types of control It will be seen 
tbat this type of resistance sinst be overcome. In 
Hydraulic and Volumetric Controls by the hydrostatic 
head., while ,%n Capillary control the hydrostatic head 
is-overcome-by .the resistance set up by the darain 
effect and/or capillary.attraction^

. -.Another .effect. produced ■ by. occluded gas 
occurs near the-entrance to the well. Here the re
lease of pressure and. simultaneous expansion of the 
gas causes’an. increase in velocity, of both gas and 
liquid*' ' fhe effect on the permeability constant 
of .this increase ,in velocity,, which, means an in-
crease in frictional losses, is clearly indicated by

l§the Darcy formula* tJren states that experiments
have shown that 50$ of the loss in moving oil 300- 
feet occurs within 10 feet of the well#

A great amount of valuable research work 
is evidently being don© under the auspices of the 
A. f* 1* on permeability and resistance to. underground 
flow*, fhe use of the Darcy formula with the empirical

14. Stanley G* HeroldU Analytical Principles, of the 
Production of Oil, Gas, and later from fells.

15. I»* C* tlrens Paper on experimental study, of the 
drainage characteristics of reservoir sands*" University of California*



constant R would appear to be adequate when the con
ditions of ■ flow - approximate' those under which the ex
perimental determination of K Was made* However, 
this, writer is not satisfied that a laboratory-ex--’ 
perlment can properly simulate -the conditions which 
may occur underground ifeen occluded gas is influencing 
the resistance*

All other factors being'the same* the-var
iation of the permeability constant-for different -por* 
ous media will be a function of the nature of the' 
openings in these media, fhe nature'of these open
ings will depend ,om the assortment of sloes and . 
shapes and the arrangement of the grains of porous 
material, the degree and extent of compaction and 
cementation, and the degree and extent of channeling*

In summary, the factors which affect the 
lost head h^ indicated in Figure VI, Page 24, are:

1* Physical properties of the fluid* 'Re
lated to u and £ in the Darcy formula*

3* lature of the porous medium. Related 
to £ in the Darcy formula*

3* Hate of production* Related to V in 
the Darcy formula*

4. Distribution of wells* Related to.£ 
in the Darcy formula*
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fhe remaining energy which the fluid 
possesses when it reaches the well bore is the 
factor whieh determines the kind of production 
the well will 'have* If we could confine our 
attention to. a situation where only oil, with 
little or no gas associated with it reached the 
well bore, the conditions would be rather simple*
In such a case, if the remaining energy represented 
by the pressure head hg in Figure Vi were suf
ficient to sustain a column of liquid of height 
-equal to the well depth and in addition supply some 
velocity, head and overcome the resulting flow 
friction in the well casing, the well would flow 
naturally* With a source of hydrostatic head 
sufficient to maintain constant, conditions Hy
draulic Control would prevail and the production 
curve would be a straight line parallel to the 
time axis. Producing oil from the well would then 
be like drawing water from a faucet *.

As a matter of fact, a condition such as 
the above may occur when the first wells are



drilled into the oil belt and before the gee 
reaches the well* When the initial pressure in the 
formation is very high the conversion of pressure 
energy to velocity energy results in tremendous 
flow if the well is allowed to flow open* However, 
even, if such an initial condition occurred it 
would not continue long as production were made 
add 'additional wells were drilled in* this desir
able condition‘may be prolonged by restricting pro
duction so that the source of hydrostatic head 
and the expansion of •fluids in the formation : will 
be able to compensate the pressure drop tending 
to .result '.from the withdrawal of oil# By thus 
maintaining the formation pressure the resistances 
to flow will'‘also' be' minimised as indicated in the 
chapter on energy losses*

At an early stage, for those wells drilled 
near the border of the gas belt, and eventually 
for those drilled further down the oil belt, a con
siderable volume of gas will oeme'lhfco the troll and 
become an iafluenoe'en flow*' As the gas enters the 
region of lower pressure It will expand and do work

16* T* V* tfoorei The Oil and Gas Journal, March 14,1935
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m  the oil* it will also associate wife the oil
■ and lower the density.of the fluid column in,the 
well/ Batumi flow': of this oil-gas.mixture' will 
continue and -if the volume of gas'coming to-the 
•"weii'.'is constant and sufficient,,,.constant .production 
as'defined by Hydraulic Control can occur*: • Again*,.
: by restricting production and''maintaining back 
pressure this; condition may be prolonged. But since 
the volume of gas in the. reservoir Is finite the 
condlti on cannot be ■ prolonged in&ef inltel y unless 
production’ isVso slow as to allow gas energy to 
be' replaced by hydraulic - head*

Production will eventually reach a state 
where hydrostatic head and volume of gas are insuf
ficient to maintain a constant rate of production, 
■".though sufficient to produce continuous flow. This 
condition may even prevail initially. In such event 
the well 'will produce under falling head, i.e., 
Volumetric control, where.rate of production de
creases in finite time. As the volume of gas coming 
to the well becomes less and less, a state will 
eventually be-reached where the energy available is



m

Insufficient to produce a continuous flow and the 
well ceases to be a flowing well*

When the condition stated above la reached
/

the well may become a heading well* In this case 
some gas la coming In with the oil* A head of oil 
ac circulates in the well and gas builds up under this 
column of oil* When sufficient volume of gas has 
accumulated It will discharge -the column of oil 
above'It* The probes a will, then be repeated* Vol
umetric Control is-still in effect though pro
duction Is*Intermittent* If the gas pressure la 
insufficient to discharge the oil column, the gas 
will slip through the oil and the production will 
be in the nature of a gas and oil spray* fro* 
ducfelon may be improved under these conditions toy 
agitating the oil.column* This agitation releases 
some of the absorbed gas In the oil and hastens the 
process of heading* Another method, commonly called 
ngas lift** may.-toe employed* This- process involves 
conveying energy from the surface to the bottom of 
the well in the form of compressed air or gas. By 
this artificial means a heading well may be again



converted to a flowing well*' The time during which 
natural flow will fake place may "sometimes be pro
longed by reducing the sice'of the flow tubing* this 
tends to give a denser column of cII with less 
'slipping' of the gas,' and hence a more efficient" ’ 
perf ormance *

When little or no gas rema Ins and hydro- 
static.' head is Insufficient to raise 'the oil to the 
'! surface, 'pumping or'the gas lift must- be resorted 
to. If the quantity of oil entering the well Is 
relatively small, even the gas lift "will not he 
practical from'an ■economic standpoint* "in this " 
state of production the oil is usually'entering the 
well under the direct influence of the force of 
gravity acting on the oil in ’the immediate vicinity 
of the well* The final steps that can be taken1 to 
increase recovery under these conditions are either 
repressuring the formation with gas, or resorting 
to water- drive* A few cases exist where oil sands 
have been mined and the oil removed by treatment 
.on. the surface* .Such an'operation is'only practical 
under-special and'unusual conditions of occurrence 
Of the oil bearing sand.
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The common conditions in important oil 
pools which are carefully developed is a succession 
of Hydraulic Control* Volumetric Control, and Cap
illary control* The application of repressurirg or 
'water drive as a means of obtaining the ultimate in 
production 'has been resorted to where conditions are 
favorable* All oil pools do. not have the initial 
characteristics tending to this succession of pro
duction stages* Some m y  produce under Volumetric 
Control at the outset or even under Capillary Con
trol*

As an Appendix several curves are here 
presented which are characteristic of the con
ditions under which production occurs* 'These 
curves are taken from * Analytical Principles of 
the Product Ion of Oil* ©a a and Water from Wells*1 * 
by Stanley C» Harold*
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